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Virtually every current headline unequivocally shows how US Empire and its Ministry of
Propaganda are lying to the American people. Those in power have been so exposed by alt-
media in 2016 that they are growing more desperate by the day. Right now their biggest lie
is blaming Putin and Russia for being behind everything gone wrong in the world according
to the Obama-Clinton-Bush-CIA-Rothschild crime cabal.

The latest claims assert that Putin’s hackers overturned the presidential election results in
favor of Donald Trump and this whopper is currently being pushed as the flimsiest, last gasp
excuse to spearhead its hollow “fake news” crusade in order to both outlaw the truth and

derail Trump’s January 20th inauguration.

Longtime State Department veteran psychiatrist  Steve Pieczenik,  CIA/NSA whistleblower
William Binney, CIA whistleblower Ray McGovern and former UK ambassador Craig Murray
have all stated that there is zero evidence showing that the Russians “hacked” emails or
interfered with the election outcome in any way.

Credible former CIA officers emphatically state that the emails were leaked, not hacked, and
that Putin had nothing to do with it. The 17 US intelligence agencies remain conflicted with
the verdict still out, unable to even arrive at a consensus, despite the FBI’s latest cave-in to
pressures to feebly present a belated united front against Russia.

Flip flopper Comey’s at it again. Up until a day or so ago, the FBI maintained that there was
not enough evidence to conclude the Russians hacked into DNC records or emails. The
Clintons, Obama and their “intelligence” minions are fast growing irrelevant and impotent as
the yearend days count down. What’s perfectly clear is the CIA/MSM liars are acting on
orders from the Clinton et al cartel deceitfully politicizing this meme because they cannot
accept the fact that Hillary lost her “anointed” election. The feds’ unending war agenda may
soon be collapsing.

Before rushing to lynch mob judgment demonizing Putin once again, an important reminder
worth noting is the historic track record of the Clintons, Obama, the Bushes and the CIA is
that  they  lie  all  the  time,  both  pathologically  and  professionally  as  full  blown  certifiable
psychopaths.

They all played a major part in creating and continuing to back the terrorists al Qaeda, al
Nusra and ISIS in the Middle East and beyond. With perhaps the exception of the Saul
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Alinsky-Bill Ayers, “terrorist-inspired” community organizer and then Illinois state senator
Obama, it’s worth mentioning that they all bear guilt in the death of 3000 American citizens
on 9/11 and then shamelessly promoting the boldface lie that Saddam Hussein had WMD’s
and direct links to terrorists.

But let’s not leave out Barrack who promised to be the most open and transparent president
in US history and then proceeded to be the most secretive, least transparent, and perhaps
most incompetent president in US history.

But then given the mission to destroy America from within by the ruling elite that groomed
and launched his meteoric rise, his puppet masters no doubt are very pleased with his
record. And as far as the Central Intelligence Agency goes, as the elite’s private mercenary
army, from its very get-go the CIA’s very purpose and everyday business have always been
made of lies and propaganda.

Instead of blindly blaming the Russians, far more credible sources have posited that at least
one DNC insider – Seth Rich – leaked documents and then likely paid for it with his murdered
life. Additionally if you believe Steve Piecnezik, intelligence operatives launched a soft anti-
Clinton counter-coup handing over the thousands of Clinton-Podesta emails to WikiLeaks.
And now we’re even learning that US Homeland Security has been trying to hack into the
Georgia state election apparatus at least ten times. So all these alleged hacks and leaks
seem to surfacing internally from sources within the United States, mostly from operatives
working either directly inside the government or political apparatchik.

Another relevant point worth raising is the indisputable fact that the US government is the
most notoriously guilty entity in the world for constantly meddling and interfering in other
sovereign nations’ internal elections and affairs, engaging in crime after crime assassinating
foreign leaders, and executing dozens of coups overthrowing sovereign governments.

And let’s face it, all  the major players on the global stage are guilty of spying on one
another, particularly in cyber-espionage, again with the US the main culprit. So this whole
notion of using the blame game to falsely accuse other countries of the very same hideous
aggressions that Washington is most guilty perpetrating for well over a century is extremely
hypocritical in the least and downright diabolical to the max. Yet for centuries now this kind
of duplicity and hubris is exactly how American exceptionalism has criminally operated
around the globe with total impunity.

The “blame the Russian” game is an old cold war propaganda tactic from way back. History
just  keeps  repeating  itself  because  the  powers-that-shouldn’t-be  exploit  and  count  on
Americans having a short attention span. Those who witnessed or pay attention to history
can recall the cold war era of the early 1950’s and the Red Scare of McCarthyism when
many people’s lives were ruined by dishonestly branding them as so called communists and
communist sympathizers. Deep state USA is at it  once again, unjustly singling out and
punishing those who speak the truth online by again falsely accusing them of being agents
of  Russian  propaganda.  Blacklisting  alt-media  sites  that  legitimately  report  accurate
accounts of news events and world developments by again falsely accusing them as “fake
news” sources when the corporate media liars themselves are infamously guilty of fake
news propaganda is just more of the same bogus modus operandi that the government and
mainstream media have been redeploying indefinitely for decades.

Project Mockingbird flourished throughout the cold war from the 1950’s right into the 1970’s
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and  beyond  when  the  CIA  influenced  if  not  controlled  all  the  biggest  news  outlets  (25
newspapers  and  wire  agencies)  using  them  to  spread  Washington’s  own  cold  war
propaganda.  This  sinister  collusion  between  the  feds  and  the  press  resulted  in  the
imperialistic division of two Asian ethnicities – the Koreans and Vietnamese people each split
into  two enemy nations  fighting two costly  wars  killing  up to  over  7  million  Asians  (not  to
mention 95,000 American soldiers). And when the Senate Church Committee finally exposed
Mockingbird, in 1976 then CIA director George Bush senior was forced to proclaim on paper
at least its “official” end. But subsequent planting of disinformation in the foreign press that
by design would then spread to the US was yet another covert means by which the deceitful
CIA continued its propaganda control over both US and foreign news markets.

This unholy nexus has also persisted right up till today through such common ties as the all-
powerful Council on Foreign Relations. For many decades the CFR strategically courts and
recruits prominent members from mainstream media as well as the entertainment industry
for the exact same PR purpose of using them to promote deep state propaganda and
collude in corrupt cover-ups to willfully deceive the American public. Then in recent years
the corporatized merging of government and mass media utilizing US military, CIA and FBI
liaisons in Hollywood has only consolidated power and media control into fewer and fewer
hands, with 6 oligarchs in control of the 6 largest mega media giants controlling the outflow
of over 90% of today’s news. Virtually every TV show and film out of Hollywood now is pure
deep  state  propaganda  serving  for  a  full  century  as  the  best  recruitment  venue  for
brainwashing  the  next  generation  of  GI’s  dying  on  foreign  soil  battlefields.  Hence,  what’s
emerged today is a fascist government cabal maintaining illegitimate control and authority
through false propaganda delivered 24/7 by deep state surrogate the mainstream media.

But during this US presidential election year, largely due to WikiLeaks, social media and
alternative and independent news, citizens of the world have discovered how corrosively
evil  in  its  criminality  this  existing  crime  cabal  is,  personified  by  the  Clintons,  Obama  and
their minions in Washington, Wall Street and the corporate media. Over the last couple of
months the Clinton-Podesta connection has been directly tied to a global child sex trafficking
ring  operating  from the  “life  insurance”  laptop  of  Hillary’s  closest,  20-year  aide-Saudi
operative Huma Abedin’s husband, disgraced former congressman Anthony Weiner. But the
pedophilia network has more recently expanded to include an infamous block of sinister
pizza parlors and front offices in upscale Northwest Washington operating eerily close to the
White House (perhaps even closer through DC’s network of underground tunnels). Enter
#Pizzagate.

And through thousands of internet sleuths working together online 24/7, the crumbling,
gaping cracks of this crime cabal wall have been exposed like never before, threatening to
bring down the most powerful Luciferian worshipping pedophiles at the top of this planet’s
demonic food chain. And this raw naked exposure of the diabolical matrix has the guilty
party – the Obamas, Bushes and Clintons panicking and resorting to extreme desperate
measures to hide and conceal the filthy truth of who and what they are.

Hence, in this age of deception, we are now living in a new era of McCarthyism frantically
unleashed  to  justify  their  latest  attack  campaign  on  steroids  to  censor  and  ban  all
blacklisted alternative media news sites that provide much needed counterbalancing truth
to the official false narrative lies. The aim here is to eliminate and silence all truth tellers so
that the evildoers – as naked and exposed as they already are, can attempt to hold onto
their waning power, slipping fast now from their control.
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By deep state egregiously accusing alt-news of being “agents of Russian propaganda,” it
intends to shut down America’s First Amendment right to a free press – the alternative
news, which regularly exposes NSM and gov.corps’ propaganda lies. The totalitarian agenda
now being rushed through prior to Trump becoming president has already passed “anti-
Russian  propaganda”  bills  in  both  chambers  of  Congress  aimed  at  banning  over  200
targeted alt-news sites on their bogus blacklists. Additionally, the EU has threatened further
tyrannical censorship if co-opted internet ponds Facebook, Google, Twitter, Microsoft and
Reddit don’t eliminate the so called “fake news” from its social media and search engines.
In effect, a final power grab is being played out right now attempting to usurp, control and
silence the last voice of honest and accurate news accounting of what goes on in this world.
But the crime cabal will fail as the world knows too much already.

Since 9/11 those who question authority refusing to believe the deep state lies have been
customarily discarded as “conspiracy nuts.” Though for decades this strategy was quite
effective, it’s now wearing thin as more people every day are beginning to realize the truth
about the previously concealed criminality endlessly committed by DC puppets and their
masters. As a result, deep state’s agenda has been to increasingly criminalize dissidents as
potential homegrown terrorists and radicalized enemies of the state. What we’re currently
witnessing is the systematic targeting of both dissenting individuals and alternative news
organizations as “dangerously” unwanted truth tellers posing the single largest threat to the
crime cabal’s continued power and control.

Since the engineered post-election riots have fizzled, Stein’s recount failed and stealing the
presidency through pro-Hillary death threats against Trump electoral voters have one by
one fallen short of overturning the election, silencing alt-news and igniting a war against
Russia are their last, “best shot” ploys that would manufacture the needed national crisis to
prevent  Trump  from  assuming  office  next  month.  Who  knows?  In  the  few  days  prior  to

January  20th,  a  false  flag  perpetrated  by  Washington  neo-crazies  as  a  last  gasp  effort  to
blame Russia “justifying” war against the nuclear power may still be up their pathetic evil
sleeve. That’s how desperate these despots are, terrified their pedo-crimes will soon be their
ruin.

In the meantime, yet another draconian law HR 4919 was just passed in the House. Using
the  benignly  logical  rationale  of  tracking  lost  victims  suffering  from  autism  or  dementia,
deep state is now pushing for RFID chips to be implanted in all people diagnosed with
autism and dementia. Similar past measures have authorized the government to round up
the homeless or those afflicted with respiratory ailments during the Ebola scare. Operating
under  the  auspices  of  the  Center  for  Disease  Control  (CDC),  in  mid-August  the  CDC
proposed to grant itself unlimited unconstitutional power to round up and detain citizens en
masse without reason or due process, kind of like the medical bookend to the 2013 FDAA
that  also  obliterates  citizens’  legal  rights  and  civil  liberties.  The  feds  are  becoming
increasingly over-the- top in their totalitarian oppression, knowing that for good reason
more people are opposing mandatory vaccinations for both children and adults as well as
proposed mandatory microchips. Recall that a couple years ago NBC was predicting that
next year every American would be microchipped.

Like the regretful German pastor Martin Niemoller’s famous quote decrying each group
targeted and taken away by the Nazis without his speaking out, after the communists,
socialists, trade unionists and the Jews, by the time they came for him it was too late. How
far will the government go with its growing hit list of expendable throwaways? What’s to
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stop the deep state from making microchips mandatory for anyone diagnosed with a mental
disorder? Or the entire world population for that matter?

The insane DSM-5 has recently expanded the number of mental illnesses into absurdity,
making sure to include practically anyone and everyone.  The Diagnostic Statistical Manual
has become the official tool and vehicle by which the government is moving to criminalize
abnormality. This slippery slope may soon include every human on the planet.

As a former diagnostic clinician, I can tell you that the criteria by which people can be
diagnosed with a dangerous label from a vast array is extremely arbitrary and subjective.
There’s nothing scientific or foolproof about it. Mislabeling citizens who may pose “trouble or
a threat” to the authoritarian state is wide open for overreaching, widespread abuse as the
convenient  false  pretense  for  microchipping  and  controlling  a  growing  segment  of
“undesirables” within the population.

Branding  any  individual  who  does  not  trust  authority  figures  with  “Oppositional  Defiant
Disorder” or anyone who appears “overly” health conscious and selective about what they
eat as “suffering” from orthorexia nervosa could simply be deep state’s way of branding us
all with certifiable labels. Deep state has co-opted the psychiatric profession which is largely
owned and controlled by Big Pharma, using its Diagnostic Statistical Manual’s unlimited
mental  disorders  as  yet  another  weapon  of  mass  destruction  playbook  for  diabolical
population control purposes.

In recent years MSM has clearly become Washington’s ministry of propaganda. And adding
insult to injury, Congress is busily passing bills designed to outlaw the real truth, so as to
empower its propaganda ministry to become its “truth” ministry.

We are living the Orwellian nightmare come true, as “useless eating” victims of a fascist
totalitarian oligarchic police state bent on perpetrating democide as well as human genocide
as part of its demonic eugenics plan to drastically reduce the world pop. from 7.4 billion to
anywhere from a half to one billion depending on which globalist you listen to. We are the
most  invasively  surveilled and controlled population in  human history by a centralized
tyrannical  government  controlling  a  centralized  financial  debtor-slave  system.  Deep  state
and corporate media together engage in covert concealment of secret, heinously deplorable
brutality protecting the elite’s systemic criminality perpetrated we now know on a massive
colossal scale.

A  century  ago  the  ruling  elite  known as  the  internationalists  envisioned  a  one  world
government. Now that same ruling elite are called globalists and they’re rushing to suppress
the truth on their way to bringing on the perfect storm that will usher in the violent tyranny
of their global governance.

Outside  of  technology  that  enables  increasing  power  and  control,  little  has  otherwise
changed over the course of the last century. That said, never before have more citizens of
the world become aware of the treasonous crimes committed by those psychopaths in
power.

Before closing a final reminder warrants stating. Regardless of the figurehead occupying the
White House, the same power elite is still holding power over this earth. And the battle for

truth, justice and our very lives will continue after January 20th. The doomsday clock that’s
been ticking under  the Bush-Clinton-Obama cabal  is  only  ticking shorter  now and our
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struggle is hardly over.

Joachim Hagopian  is  a  West  Point  graduate  and  former  US  Army officer.  He  has  written  a
manuscript based on his unique military experience entitled “Don’t Let The Bastards Getcha
Down.”  It  examines and focuses on US international  relations,  leadership and national
security issues. After the military, Joachim earned a master’s degree in Clinical Psychology
and  worked  as  a  licensed  therapist  in  the  mental  health  field  with  abused  youth  and
adolescents for more than a quarter century. In recent years he has focused on his writing,
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